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The team of Mud₹a  took an initiative to organize an inter college annual Finance Fest- “FINANCIERO”, on 

15
th

 February 2019.  

Financiero consisted of four events, namely, FUNK FROM JUNK, KAR-NAAME, BULLS & BEARS and 

FINBOLA. 

The event started at 10:00 a.m .with the felicitation of guests followed by the lighting of lamp by dignitaries to 

mark the beginning of an auspicious event. The audience was then addressed by Dr. M.L. Goyal and the 

opening ceremony was concluded by a vote of thanks by Dr. Ravi Gupta.  

The first event Funk from Junk began at 11 am in Mini-Audi where in, the teams were required to find some 

material using the clues provided to them and then make something useful out of it.The teams were supposed to 

give a write-up as well as a cost structure sheet of the product they have made. 

The next two events took place simultaneously, which were Kar-Naame at Seminar Room, 9
th

 block and Bulls 

& Bears at Mini Audi. Kar-Naame was an event based on basic knowledge of automobiles where spare parts of 

cars were auctioned and teams were asked to show the maximum utility of the purchased parts.  

Bulls & Bears was an event for simulating the stock market trading. The team with maximum value of shares 

became the winners. The last event was Finbola which was an innovative and business inclined version of very 

popular game called “Housie”.  The tickets given to participants had different management terms and game was 

based upon it. 



 

All along the Fest, there were some fillers on the campus kept to entice the footfall and also for fun of visitors 

to the fest. The fillers were very exciting  like Mini Militia, PubG, Human Ludo, Colors Mania and Pinball. 

The first three winners of every event were awarded with cash prizes and gift hampers. 

It was a collective effort of the Mud₹a team with constant support and guidance from the faculty of Department 

of Management. 

 

                            

 


